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ABSTRACT

SkipSim is an offline simulator that enables Skip Graph-based algorithms to be simulated, while preserving their scalability and
decentralized behavior. In this demo paper, we present SkipSim
configuration, and a sample demo scenario.
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INTRODUCTION

Skip Graph [1] is used in many P2P applications including P2P
cloud storages [2] due to its efficient searching, scalability and load
balancing [3] features. In a Skip Graph, each node has two identifiers; a numerical ID and a name ID [1], and can initiate a search for
numerical ID [1] or search for name ID [4] to find the address of the
node with the target numerical ID or name ID, respectively. The existing simulators utilized to design, simulate, and evaluate the Skip
Graph-based algorithms, are either not well-scalable in an offline
manner, or not well-integrated with the Skip Graph structure. For
example, PeerSim [5] is an offline simulator for P2P systems that
resolves the scalability problem but does not have any Skip Graph
integration support. PlanetLab [6] is distributed online testbed that
requires each Skip Graph node to run on a single remote machine,
and hence barely can support large-scale simulations of hundreds
of nodes.
Aiming at supporting Skip Graph-based simulations in large
scale with full integration of the Skip Graph overlay structure, we
developed SkipSim[7], which is an offline, open source, and
fully object-oriented Skip Graph simulator. SkipSim is offline
as it does not need to communicate with other machines in order
to perform a simulation. SkipSim supports the operations of Skip
Graph data structure and preserves its distributed characteristics,
while reduces the cost of simulations and provides various topologies. In its current state, SkipSim supports identifier assignment
protocols for Skip Graph nodes to investigate the performance of
the set of assignment algorithms on the query processing time with
detailed descriptions available in [8]. Likewise, SkipSim evaluates
the availability and query processing speed aspects of an extensive
set of replication protocols for Skip Graph overlays with detailed
descriptions available in [2] and [4], respectively.
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SAMPLE DEMO SCENARIO

SkipSim simulations are configured based on config.txt input file. Figure 1 shows a sample file which aims to measure the average latency
of search for numerical IDs affected by selecting DPAD as the name
ID assignment algorithm. Based on the iterations, nodes.number
and landmarks.number fields, this sample simulation is performed
for 100 randomly generated topologies, each having 512 nodes
and 9 landmarks [8]. Landmarks are not nodes of the Skip Graph,
they are super nodes that are placed randomly to make some locality features of nodes measurable. For instance, DPAD [8] uses
the latency between a node and each of the landmarks to assign
a locality aware name ID to that node. In the sample of Figure 1,
name ID size of the nodes and landmarks’ prefix [8] are set to 9
and 3 bits. As determined by nodes.numericalIDAssiдnment and
nodes.nameI DAssiдnment input fields, numerical IDs and name IDs
of nodes are assigned randomly and by DPAD algorithm. Finally,
100 random searches for numerical ID [1] are initiated.

Figure 1: A sample SkipSim configuration file (config.txt)

Figure 2: Generated results by SkipSim for sample config.txt
In each simulation’s iteration, SkipSim distributes landmarks and
nodes in a square plain of contiguous points with the size specified
by the domain field. In the sample configuration file, each side of the
square plan consists of 3000 points. Nodes can be either distributed
uniformly at random or based on the landmarks’ distribution [8].
In the sample, nodes.дeneration field is set to landmark, which
makes SkipSim distribute nodes based on the node manifestation
probability of each point, which is computed based on the locality
state of each point regarding landmarks. The closer a point is to
a landmark, with higher probability a node emerges at that point.
Details of node manifestation probability are available in [8].
After config.txt is saved, the simulation can be started by skipsim.jar or by compiling the source files. Figure 2 shows a part of
results generated by SkipSim configured with the sample config.txt.
Each line except the last shows the intermediate results of the
simulation. For each randomly generated search for numerical ID,
the search initiator, target, result, and latency are printed. As 100
searches finish for each topology, the average latency for that topology is also reported. The last line shows the overall average and
standard deviation of the latencies of the searches taken over all
the topologies for a total of 100 × 100 = 10000 searches.
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